
An Eye Opener Truth Of The Modern Society

The modern society we live in is a fascinating yet complex world. With the
advancements in technology, communication, and globalization, our lives have
become more interconnected than ever before. While there are countless benefits
to these changes, we must also acknowledge the underlying truths that shape our
world. This article aims to shed light on some eye-opening truths that are often
overlooked or ignored in today's society.

The Pursuit of Perfection

In the modern society, there is an unspoken expectation to strive for perfection in
all aspects of our lives. Whether it is our appearance, career, or relationships, the
pressure to meet certain standards can be overwhelming. This pursuit of
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perfection often leads to high levels of stress, anxiety, and even depression. It is
crucial for individuals to understand that nobody is perfect, and it is okay to
embrace imperfections and prioritize mental well-being.
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Consumerism Culture

Our modern society is heavily influenced by consumerism. We are bombarded
with advertisements and messages that encourage us to constantly buy and
consume more. This consumerism culture not only impacts our financial stability
but also contributes to environmental degradation. It is important to question our
desires and differentiate between our genuine needs and the materialistic wants
propagated by society.

The Illusion of Social Media

Social media has become an integral part of our daily lives, providing us with a
platform to connect, share, and express ourselves. However, it is essential to
recognize that social media often presents a distorted reality. People tend to
showcase their best moments and achievements, creating an illusion of a perfect
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life. This can lead to feelings of inadequacy and comparison among individuals.
Instead of relying solely on social media, we should foster genuine connections
and focus on self-growth rather than seeking validation online.

Mental Health Awareness

Mental health is a topic that has gained significant attention in recent years, and
for good reason. Our fast-paced, high-stress society has contributed to a rise in
mental health issues. It is vital to prioritize mental well-being and create a
supportive environment where individuals can openly discuss their struggles
without fear of judgment. Taking steps to educate ourselves about mental health
and seeking professional help when needed can make a significant difference in
improving overall quality of life.

The Importance of Diversity

Our modern society is incredibly diverse, encompassing people from various
backgrounds, cultures, and identities. Embracing diversity is crucial for fostering
inclusivity and understanding among individuals. By recognizing and celebrating
our differences, we can build a more harmonious society that respects and values
everyone's unique traits and experiences.

The truths discussed in this article serve as a reminder that our modern society is
not without its flaws. However, by acknowledging and understanding these truths,
we can work towards creating a more compassionate, empathetic, and inclusive
world. It is up to each individual to take responsibility for their actions and
contribute to positive change in society. Only then can we truly overcome the
challenges faced by our modern society and strive for a better future.
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WHAT-IF..!!

This is neither about reminding how smart we are… Nor about what’s wrong..
what’s right..!
This is just a question very simple and straight
WHAT IF.?WHAT IF??WHAT IF.?!!
It doesn’t matter whether you are on the base or the cliff,
this is a question very simple and stiff.!!
WHAT IF.!!! I have the freedom to choose
my life and my career cruise.!?

I understand your views and excuse,
You think I may lose, in the world out huge.
And so far I am walking on your views.
But please understand my recuse
Please understand my intelligence infuse
and admire my unique potential cues
because these are my success transfuse.
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Isn’t that your truce??
That you educe with your potential cues..???
I do understand your views and excuse,
you are just worried, what if… I may lose?
But please believe me and let me choose my life and my career cruise…
and help me to strengthen and use my unique potential cues.
I promise not to misuse
Neither will give any excuse!
And will try not to fuse
I promise I will muse joy, happiness and success cues.

Let me choose because it is my dues
Please let me choose.!!!
And you just help me to use my intelligence infuse.
This is a simple and innocent sue…..
And you abuse… Because you couldn’t choose
A simple thing like shoes…???
It’s shoes… Just shoes..!!

For me it’s my life and my career cruise.!!!

What if,
I get to choose my life and my career cruise.???
----------------------------------

This book is the story of a girl named Jupiter who is:
Just an ordinary girl who discovered her true strength and
potential. A girl who is determined, brave, mentally strong and capable of
doing great things that even she doesn’t realize. She’s a puzzle that no one



can solve except herself. And she shares her life experiences in the form of a
very inspiring and motivating story. She shares how her dearest teacher Mrs. Ira,
helps her to rise above all the challenges to pursue her desired career choices.
I am sure you will like this book because it is a simple crispy, short, and clear yet
inspiring story.
Happy Reading.!!
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people go to conceal their...
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